ABSTRACT
In the face of learning to program, students are often divided into two camps: those who excel and those who struggle. Through this challenge, some students manage to persevere. These thesis projects aim to identify the students who have made the most significant improvements in their programming skills, by leveraging various learning analytics and metrics. The field of learning analytics in programming has often sought to identify struggling students, utilizing metrics such as the error quotient (EQ) and time-on-task. By framing error quotient through operant conditioning and time-on-task through expectancy-value theory, we aim to root these learning analytics in established learning theory to validate their relevance. These preliminary results illustrate how we can identify students who have improved the most based on these metrics.
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1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
As the age old adage goes, learning to program is difficult [3]. Often in a classroom, two groups of students emerge: students that perform well and students who struggle. Over time, effects compound and the differences between these students exaggerate. In this divide, there exists students who somehow make the transition between struggle and understanding. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. There are always students who perform well throughout a course, and vice versa, students whose struggle is constant. The interesting case, dare said most interesting, is the student who makes this leap.

Research question:
(1) Using various learning analytics, how can we identify the student who has improved the most?

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The field of learning analytics in programming often tries to identify struggling students[1, 5, 8, 11]. As such, several metrics have been developed to ascertain meaning from students programming data [2, 6]. One prominent approach is to concentrate on specific repeated errors to score a students programming sessions, commonly referred to as error quotient (EQ) [5]. Along with this, time-on-task is another metric which can be computed to reason about a student’s experience while programming [7]. These projects usually aim, at least in part, to identify struggling students. Unfortunately, according to a literature review from 2015 less than 20% of learning analytics projects followed students in a longitudinal manner[4]. Additionally, from the same literature review, only 11% of the papers formally referenced learning or educational theories in the development or analysis of their project[4].

3 LEARNING THEORY
Error quotient and time-on-task each need to be explained and defined in their context. For this purpose, operant conditioning is used to explain why EQ is a valuable metric[9]. When a student encounters an error, this error can be seen as a negative stimulus. This negative stimulus should prompt a student towards some behavior to solve or remove the error. Failure to do so shows that the student has at least syntactically misunderstood some programming concept. Tallying these repeated programming errors over time gives us an indication that a student is struggling, or for lack of a better expression failing to learn.

Time-on-task can be framed with several learning theories that relate to motivation. In this work, time-on-task is framed by expectancy-value theory [9]. Here a students expectancy is their belief that they are able to finish or complete a programming exercise. The value is the benefit of successfully solving the task. Expectancy-value theory suggests that motivation is the product of the expectancy and the value. If we postulate that time-on-task is a reflection of motivation, we can expect that students with higher time-on-task have a stronger belief in their abilities and a hope for success, while students with a lower time-on-task might have a weaker belief in their own abilities.
4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

The following are preliminary results which have been, to some extent, cherry picked for illustration purposes.

Figure 1 shows a state transition diagram which can be used to reason about students programming processes [10]. While programming, students rapidly transition between these states, editing code, running their program and generating errors. By collecting this fine-grained programming data we can analyze a student’s programming experience in many ways.

Figure 2 shows a transition matrix for a single student during a course. Here we see that for this student, after a compile error or a runtime error, the student is more likely to run their code again, as opposed to edit their program. How these values change over time can offer insight into a student’s programming behavior.

In more detail, we can observe the time in between program runs and the correctness of the program [4, 8]. Figure 3 shows how often a student runs their code, and the result if the code goes from working (Run) or not working (Error). Here we see that for this student, transitions between code with an error and code with an error happens quickly usually under ten seconds (the biggest red bar). Whereas when code goes from working to not working, usually more than 120 seconds pass (the biggest orange bar). How these behaviors change over time can also offer insight into how a student is improving in a course.

Using the fine grain programming data we can also compute an average time-on-task and an average error quotient (EQ) score for a student every week. Figure 4 shows data for one student over several months with trend lines fitted to the data for clarity. Here a break threshold of three minutes was used to compute time-on-task [6]. EQ was computed using a two parameter penalty for identical errors and errors of the same types fitted for a python context [8].

Here we see that over time the EQ score trends downward and the time-on-task trends upward, with some variation. Arguably, this is an ideal case for identifying student improvement: over time spending more time programming and having a lower EQ score. Of course, the complexity of the programming topics also factor into this analysis. As measured by these metrics we can identify the student, or students, that improve the most during a programming course.
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